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ABSTRACT 
 
Tirupattur, Naveen. M.S., Purdue University, May, 2011. Text Miner for 
Hypergraphs using Output Space Sampling. Major Professor: Snehasis 
Mukhopadhyay. 
 
 
 
Text Mining is process of extracting high-quality knowledge from analysis of 
textual data. Rapidly growing interest and focus on research in many fields is 
resulting in an overwhelming amount of research literature. This literature is a 
vast source of knowledge. But due to huge volume of literature, it is practically 
impossible for researchers to manually extract the knowledge. Hence, there is a 
need for automated approach to extract knowledge from unstructured data. Text 
mining is right approach for automated extraction of knowledge from textual data. 
The objective of this thesis is to mine documents pertaining to research literature, 
to find novel associations among entities appearing in that literature using 
Incremental Mining. Traditional text mining approaches provide binary 
associations. But it is important to understand context in which these 
associations occur. For example entity A has association with entity B in context 
of entity C. These contexts can be visualized as multi-way associations among 
the entities which are represented by a Hypergraph. This thesis work talks about 
extracting such multi-way associations among the entities using Frequent Itemset 
Mining and application of a new concept called Output space sampling to extract 
such multi-way associations in space and time efficient manner. We incorporated 
concept of personalization in Output space sampling so that user can specify 
his/her interests as the frequent hyper-associations are extracted from the text.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Advancements in computer science have made the access to information very 
easy for the researchers. Literature is an important source of information for any 
researcher during course of study on a research problem. There is abundance of 
literature to access for any researcher due to rapid growth of online tools.  This 
abundance of information/literature is overwhelming for the researchers. Due to 
sheer volume of literature, it is impossible to extract all the knowledge from it. 
There is also possibility of misinterpretation. Hence there is need for automated 
knowledge extraction from large amount of data. Due to availability of literature in 
machine readable format has led to development of automated approaches like 
text mining possible. 
 
Text mining [1] which is based on Natural Language Processing [2] and Artificial 
Intelligence [3] , is challenging because the data is unstructured in many cases 
i.e. textual data in the literature does not follow a fixed hierarchy to allow easy 
extraction of meaningful information. It becomes even more challenging when 
multiple objects and multiple associations need to be extracted.  But, it is a 
promising approach with a high potential to extract knowledge contained in 
research literature. Because the most natural form of storing and communicating 
information is in text format.  
 
Natural language processing has wide range of applications including translating 
information from machine readable format to human readable format and vice 
versa into data structures or parse trees etc. NLP is closely associated with 
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artificial intelligence. Artificial Intelligence also known as AI can be defined as 
“study and design of intelligent systems”. Machine learning and unsupervised 
learning are two broad categories in AI.  It has wide variety of applications in field 
of computer science including medical diagnosis, stock trading, robot control, 
law, scientific discovery and toys. 
 
Textual data is used to extract novel associations among the entities appearing 
in the literature using text mining approaches. These associations are verified 
later by experiment. The association strengths are calculated based on co-
occurrence of entities in the literature. Typical steps involved in extraction of 
associations by text mining are: document extraction, document representation, 
weight computation for entities and finally score computation for associations 
among the entities. This thesis work uses well known TF-IDF algorithm [4] for 
assigning scores to the entity associations. Traditional text mining approaches 
extract binary associations among the entities. In some scenarios, it is imperative 
that context in which these associations occur also be extracted from text for 
better understanding of the associations. These contexts can also be entities 
appearing in the literature, thus there is a need for multi-way association 
extraction from textual data. 
 
Traditional text mining approaches start with set of entities of interest and extract 
all the documents which contain these entities. Following this, text mining is done 
on the documents in the dataset to extract co-occurrence based associations 
between each pair of these entities. These associations are assigned a score 
and all the associations with scores above a predefined acceptance score are 
filtered for further verification by experiment. These approaches have been 
proven to yield novel associations but they are not efficient when the data size is 
huge. In this thesis we propose an incremental mining approach, which does text 
mining in incremental steps building upon the work done during the preceding 
iterations. There has been considerable research work on finding binary 
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associations from textual data but little work on finding multi-way associations. 
Multi-way associations assume significance in situations where there is a need to 
understand the context of association along with association. For example 
instead of extracting a simple binary association of “protein A interacts with 
protein B” it makes much more sense to understand “protein A interacts with 
protein B in domain C under influence of drug D”. These multi-way associations 
can be represented by a hypergraph [5] with edges representing multi-way 
associations among the vertices which are entities co-occurring in the literature. 
A hyper edge can connect more than two vertices at a time thus suitable for 
representing multi-way associations effectively. Normal graph can be considered 
as a special case of hypergraph connecting two vertices by an edge. 
 
These multi-way associations can be extracted from textual data using frequent 
itemset mining (FIM). FIM also known as association rule learning [6] is a popular 
and well researched method for discovering interesting relations between 
variables in large databases. FIM is employed in market basket analysis and in 
many application areas including web usage mining, intrusion detection and 
bioinformatics. A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph with edges 
connecting more than 2 vertices. Formally, a hypergraph H is a pair H = (X, E) 
where X is a set of vertices, and E is a set of non-empty subsets of X called 
hyper edges. X = {v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7}, E = {e1,e2,e3,e4} = {{v1,v2,v3},{v2,v3}, 
{v3,v5,v6},{v4}}. So, each edge of a hypergraph can represent a relationship 
between more than two objects. Hyper edges represent the multi-way 
associations (hyper-associations) occurring among the entities in the literature. 
This thesis work focuses on extracting such hyper-associations based on co-
occurrence of entities in textual data.  
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documents. Hence the random walk is done only on these hyper-associations 
and frequent hyper-associations are presented to the user at the end of random 
walk.  
 
In second variation, user continuously provides feedback to the system if he/she 
is interested in the hyper-association chosen by system during random walk at 
each level. Based on the user feedback system appropriately selects the next 
hyper-association from set of available hyper-associations. Thus user 
continuously determines what hyper-associations he/she is interested in, during 
the random walk at each and every level. Thus at the end of random walk user 
has only a distribution of hyper-associations among the hyper-associations 
he/she is interested. 
  
This thesis is divided into 2 parts: incremental mining and frequent itemset 
mining which is further divided into 3 parts: Apriori, ECLAT and Output space 
sampling. Output space sampling section explains all the personalization variants 
we implemented in this thesis work for performing a random walk on entities 
extracted from the text to extract frequent multi-way associations (hyper-
associations). Data for testing all these approaches was downloaded from 
PubMed.  
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
 
This thesis draws motivation from paper by Vaka and Mukhopadhyay [9] which 
describes mechanism to find novel associations among biological entities related 
to the ancient Indian medical practice called Ayurveda [10] and the modern 
biomedical literature. This thesis is an extension to work done in [9] in terms of 
extracting novel associations in an efficient manner. There has been significant 
research going on in application of text mining in research literature. One such 
approach by was proposed by Collier et al. [11] examines information retrieval 
methods for classification of entities which appear in abstracts from online 
medical database MEDLINE [12]. This approach uses decision tree structures for 
classification and entity identification. Kostoff et al. [13] describe a novel 
approach for identifying the pathways through which research can impact other 
research, technology development, and applications, and to identify the technical 
and infrastructure characteristics of the user population. A novel literature-based 
approach was developed to identify the user community and its characteristics.  
 
There have been similar incremental mining approaches proposed in association 
rule mining to find frequent patterns from sequence databases. Masseglia et al. 
[32] present a new algorithm for mining frequent sequences that uses information 
collected during an earlier mining process to cut down the cost of finding new 
sequential patterns in the updated database. They found out that in many cases 
it is faster to apply their algorithm than to mine sequential patterns using a 
standard algorithm, by breaking down the database into an original database 
plus an increment. Sayed et al. proposed an incremental miner for mining 
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frequent patterns using FS-tree [33] which has the ability to adapt to changes in 
users' behavior over time, in the form of new input sequences, and to respond 
incrementally without the need to perform full re-computation. Their system 
allows the user to change the input parameters (e.g., minimum support and 
desired pattern size) interactively without requiring full re-computation in most 
cases. Smalheiser [14] describes a method to connect meaningful information 
across various domains of research literature. The study was conducted using 
series of MEDLINE searches. This method defined two domains of research, 
assumed to contain meaningful information and to find common entities that 
bridge these domains. This method required lot of manual intervention by domain 
experts in the form of feedback to find the pathways that bridge the domains.  
 
Transminer by Narayanasamy et al. [15] finds transitive associations among 
various biological objects using text-mining from PubMed research articles. This 
system is based on the principles of co-occurrence and uses transitive closure 
property for extracting novel associations from existing associations. The 
extracted transitive associations are given a score using TF-IDF method.  
 
Donaldson et al. [16] proposed a system based on support vector machines to 
locate protein-protein interaction information in the literature. They present an 
information extraction system that was designed to locate interaction data in the 
literature and present these data in machine readable format to researchers. This 
system is currently limited to human, mouse and yeast protein-interaction 
information. EDGAR [17] is another similar natural language processing system 
that extracts relationships between cancer-related drugs and genes from 
biomedical literature.  
 
Srinivasan [18] demonstrated an approach to generate hypotheses from 
MEDLINE. This paper proposes open and closed text mining algorithms that are 
built within the discovery framework established by Swanson and Smalheiser 
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[19]. This approach successfully generated ranked term lists where the key terms 
representing novel relationships between topics are ranked high. Swanson and 
Smalheiser found an association between magnesium and migraine headaches 
that was not explicitly reported in any one article, but based on associations 
extracted from different article titles, and later validated experimentally. In this 
approach a set of articles related to user’s topic of interest are downloaded and 
software generates another set of articles based on downloaded titles 
complementary to the first set and from a different area of research. The two sets 
are complementary i.e. when together they can reveal new useful information 
that cannot be inferred from either set alone. The software further helps the user 
identify the new information and derive from it a novel hypothesis which could be 
later verified by hypothesis. But, this approach is limited to titles of the 
articles/documents.  
 
Nenadic and Ananiadou’s [20] article discusses the extraction of semantically 
related entities (represented by domain terms) from biomedical literature. Their 
method combines various text-based aspects, such as lexical, syntactic, and 
contextual similarities between terms. Yeganova et al. [21] describe a similar 
system to query gene/protein name which identifies related genes/proteins from 
a large list. Their system is based on a dynamic programming algorithm for 
sequence alignment in which the mutation matrix is allowed to vary under the 
control of a fully trainable hidden Markov model. This thesis work is based on the 
paper by Mukhopadhyay et al. [22] which discusses generation of hypergraphs 
representing multi-way association among various biological objects. They 
presented exhaustive and Apriori methods. This thesis work extends their work 
by using ECLAT and novel concept of Output space sampling along with Apriori 
approach to extract multi-way associations. 
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r-Finder system proposed by Palakal et al. [23] finds biological relationships from 
textual data. Their paper presents an approach to extract relationships between 
multiple biological objects that are present in a text document. Their approach 
involves object identification, reference resolution, ontology and synonym 
discovery, and extracting object-object relationships. Hidden Markov Models 
(HMMs), dictionaries, and N-Gram models are used to set the framework to 
tackle the complex task of extracting object-object relationships. But it could only 
find binary relationships not multi-way associations among the entities in the text.  
 
Many algorithms have been proposed for association rule mining like Apriori [24], 
FP growth tree [25], OPUS search [26], OneR [27] etc. Most of the approaches 
are horizontal and require multiple database scans to find frequent patterns. 
Vertical approaches like ECLAT [28], GUHA [29], MaxEclat and Clique [28] were 
also proposed. Most of these algorithms are exhaustive i.e. they generate all 
possible k-item candidate patterns at each level k to find k+1-item frequent 
patterns. 
 
 Apriori [24] is best-known algorithm to mine frequent itemsets. It’s a horizontal 
approach which uses breadth-first strategy to count the support of itemsets and 
uses a candidate generation function which exploits the downward closure 
property of support. The support of an itemset X (support(X)) is defined as the 
proportion of transactions in the data set which contain the itemset. This 
algorithm suffers from inefficiencies like large numbers of candidate generation 
and bottom-up subset exploration which consume lot of time and space. 
 
ECLAT is a vertical mining approach proposed by Zaki [28]. It also uses a 
breadth-first search algorithm with set intersection to find frequent itemsets. This 
algorithm utilizes the structural properties of frequent itemsets to facilitate fast 
discovery. The items are organized into a subset lattice search space, which is 
decomposed into small independent chunks or sub lattices, which can be solved 
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in memory. This is a very efficient algorithm when compared to Apriori as it 
avoids computation expensive step of candidate set generation. FP-growth [25] 
uses an extended prefix-tree (FP-tree) structure to store the data in a 
compressed form. FP-growth adopts a divide-and-conquer approach to 
decompose the mining tasks. It uses a pattern fragment growth method to avoid 
the costly process of candidate generation and testing used by Apriori.  
 
This thesis work implements vertical mining approach proposed by Zaki [28] to 
find frequent itemsets. Zaki et al. [30] proposed a fast vertical mining approach 
with a novel concept called diffsets. It is an extension to set intersection 
approach where only difference in transaction ids of candidate patterns and its 
generated frequent patterns are stored. This they believe will drastically reduce 
memory required to store intermediate results and improve performance 
significantly.  
 
Hasan et al. [31] proposed a novel approach in graph pattern mining to find 
frequent sub graphs. His approach is a generic sampling framework that is based 
on Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to sample Output space of frequent sub 
graphs. This thesis work is an application of [31] and set intersection of [28] in 
text mining to find frequently appearing multi-way associations from textual data. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
 
This thesis is broadly divided into two parts: incremental mining and frequent 
itemset mining (FIM). FIM is categorized into 3 sub sections: Apriori, ECLAT and 
Output space sampling. This chapter contains detailed descriptions of all work 
done as part of this thesis.  
 
3.1. Incremental Mining 
In this thesis work we propose a novel approach called incremental mining to 
efficiently extract novel associations among the entities appearing in research 
literature. In contrast to several traditional text mining approaches, our approach 
is computationally efficient and accurate. This process has 4 major tasks: 
 
1. Document Extraction 
2. Document Representation 
3. Weight Matrix Computation 
4. Association Matrix Computation 
 
Abstracts containing the entities of interest are downloaded from PubMed. The 
data from these abstracts is represented in a suitable format for further 
processing. Association strengths between entities are calculated using TF-IDF 
algorithm. Based on a pre-defined threshold value all the scores below this 
threshold are filtered out and remaining associations are verified by experiment 
by domain experts.  
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3.1.1. Data Extraction 
The process of document extraction begins with querying PubMed with set of 
entities. The query returns the document ids of all the documents in which these 
entities occur alone or together. Then PubMed is queried again with the 
document ids obtained in previous step. The query returns a XML response 
which is parsed to extract the text in each document. The text from each 
document is written to a separate file with file name as document id which will be 
used in next step for data extraction. The incremental approach in this step is we 
store the document ids returned in previous iteration in a file so when user runs it 
next time with new entities added to original list; only documents whose ids were 
not in original document id list are downloaded. This change enhances the 
performance. 
 
3.1.2. Document Representation 
The data extracted from all the documents must be represented as some data 
structure which captures the document information and the entity information 
appearing in that document. The ideal data structure which matches our 
requirement is a Map. Map is a data structure which stores data as a <key, 
value> pairs. We construct a document map which stores the document id as key 
and another map (which has entity name as key and its frequency in this 
document as value) as value in the first iteration of incremental miner. A 
significant performance improvement was found by changing the document 
representation to store only the entities whose frequency is non-zero in the 
document map. This modified document representation was used in this thesis 
work. This document map is then converted a matrix which has documents as 
rows and entities as columns with matrix elements storing the frequency of each 
entity in that document. This matrix is called as Term Frequency matrix (TF). The 
document map constructed is then written to a file and during the next iterations 
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of incremental miner, this file is read and document map is recreated. So, we 
have the document representation of all documents and entities appearing in 
those documents. Now only the new documents and new entities are added to 
this map. This change saves time needed for creating a document map during 
iteration. The document format is shown in table 1. 
 
Table 1 Document representation format in Incremental Miner 
Document Id Entities in document 
1 <A,1>, <C, 2>, <E, 1>, <F, 4> 
2 <C,4>, <D, 2>, <F, 4> 
3 <A, 7>, <C, 3>, <E, 9>, <F, 1> 
4 <A, 6>, <C, 4>, <D, 1>, <F, 3> 
5 <A, 3>, <C, 2>, <D, 4>, <E, 1>
6 <C, 1>, <D, 4>, <E, 9> 
3.1.3. Weight Matrix Computation 
The TF matrix obtained in the previous step is used to calculate weight of each 
entity in that document. The weight calculation is done using the well-known TF-
IDF method [2]. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate importance 
of an entity in that document to total collection of documents. The importance 
increases proportionally to the number of times an entity appears in the 
document but is offset by the frequency of the entity in the collection of 
documents. This formula is applied to achieve a refined distribution at the entity 
representation level. The inverse document frequency (IDF) component acts as a 
weighting factor by taking into account inter-document entity distribution, over the 
complete collection of documents. The weight of an entity in a document is 
calculated as: 
  14 
 
 
                             ௜ܹ௞ ൌ ௜ܶ௞ ∗ log	ሺܰ/݊௞ሻ                                                  (1) 
 
Where Wik represents weight of entity k in document i, Tik represents frequency 
of entity k in document i, this value can be obtained by looking up in TF matrix, N 
is total number of documents and nk represents number of documents having the 
entity k. The weight matrix thus computed is used in calculating association 
matrix in next step. By using TF-IDF formula we get a normalized distribution of 
weights of each entity across the collection of documents.  
 
3.1.4. Association Matrix Computation 
From the previous step we get a weight matrix Wik which can be described as 
collection of N dimensional vectors for all documents M. N is total number of 
entities. The goal of this method is to find associations among the entities 
appearing in the collection of documents. We find pair wise associations for all 
the entities by multiplying weights of each entity and summing it up over all the 
documents. Once this process is done we have an association matrix which has 
pair-wise associations. The association matrix is computed as follows: 
 
ܽሾ݆ሿሾ݇ሿ ൌ 	∑ ௜ܹ௝ ∗ ௜ܹ௞ெ௜ୀଵ , ݆ ൌ 1,2……ܰ, ݇ ൌ 1,2……ܰ	         (2)                 
 
The values in association matrix represent the strength of association for that 
pair of entities. If a pair of entities occurs together at least once in any of the 
documents the corresponding value in association matrix will be non-zero. We 
can deduce that higher the value in association matrix, higher the degree of 
association between the pair of entities. Thus at end of an iteration we have a 
matrix with associations strength values between pairs of entities. 
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1. Document Extraction 
In this step we download the abstracts containing the entities of interest from 
PubMed. PubMed is queried with set of entities which returns the response in 
XML format. The abstracts are referred to as documents from here on. The XML 
response contains the document-ids of abstracts which contain one or more of 
these entities. The PubMed is queried again with document-ids from previous 
step to download the abstracts. This request returns an XML response which is 
parsed to extract text containing in the abstract. The text from each document is 
written to a file having document-id as file name. These downloaded abstracts 
are used in next step to create a data structure which captures all the required 
information from textual data of abstracts. 
 
2. Document Representation 
Document representation format is critical factor in performance of any FIM 
approach. The data from documents are represented in a horizontal format 
shown in table 2. The data extracted from all the documents must be represented 
as some data structure which captures the document information as well the 
entities information appearing in that document. The ideal data structure which 
matches our requirement is a Map. Map is a data structure which stores data as 
a <key, value> pairs.  Each document is stored with document id as key and 
entities appearing in that document as values for that key. The count of 
documents containing entity A is the support for entity A. 
 
Table 2 Document representation format in Apriori 
Document Id Entities in document 
1 A, C, E, F 
2 C, D, F 
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3 A, C, E, F 
4 A, C, D, F 
5 A, C, D, E, F 
6 C, D, E 
3. Candidate k Hyper-Association Generation 
In this step all candidate hyper-associations containing k entities are generated. 
In the first iteration i.e. k = 1, each entity is a candidate. All the entities with 
support less than minimum support are filtered out and remaining associations 
are passed to next step. These entities are stored in level 1 entity list. From next 
iterations, frequent k - 1 hyper-associations are used as candidates for 
generating candidate k hyper-associations. Each k - 1 hyper-association is joined 
with an entity from level 1 entity list to create candidate k hyper-association. 
These k hyper-associations are passed to next step to extract frequent k hyper-
associations. Thus at each step of candidate generation only frequent 
associations from previous step are considered based on Apriori principle 
mentioned above. 
 
4. Frequent k Hyper-Association Generation 
Support of each candidate k hyper-association, generated in previous step is 
calculated by making multiple passes over the data to find the count of 
documents containing all the k entities occurring in this hyper-association. All the 
candidate k hyper-associations with support less than minimum support are 
filtered and remaining hyper-associations which are frequent are passed as 
candidates for generating candidate k+1 hyper-associations. This is repeated till 
there are no more frequent hyper-associations. 
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1. Document Extraction 
In this step we download the abstracts containing the entities of interest from 
PubMed. PubMed is queried with set of entities which returns the response in 
XML format. The abstracts are referred to as documents from here on. The XML 
response contains the document-ids of abstracts which contain one or more of 
these entities. The PubMed is queried again with document-ids from previous 
step to download the abstracts. This request returns an XML response which is 
parsed to extract text containing in the abstract. The text from each document is 
written to a file having document-id as file name. 
 
2. Document Representation 
Document representation in ECLAT is entirely different from Apriori. This 
representation is referred to as vertical representation. This representation also 
uses a Map data structure but in this representation we store entities as keys in 
the Map as opposed to document-ids which were keys in horizontal format. Thus 
each entity is stored along with document-ids of all the documents containing this 
entity. A sample vertical representation is shown in table 3. This representation 
offers a simple approach to calculate support of an entity with a single pass over 
the data. Support of entity A is count of number of documents containing it. It can 
be calculated easily by counting the number of document-ids stored as values for 
this entity in Map data structure. 
 
Table 3 Document representation format in ECLAT 
Entity Documents 
containing this Entity 
A 1, 3, 4, 5 
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C 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
D 2, 4, 5, 6 
E 1, 3, 5, 6 
F 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
3. Candidate k Hyper-Association Generation 
Each hyper-association with k entities is used to create new hyper-association of 
containing k+1 entities. In the first iteration i.e. k = 1, each entity is a candidate 
hyper-association. All the entities with support less than minimum support are 
filtered out and remaining associations are passed to next step. These entities 
are stored in level 1 entity list. From next iterations, frequent k - 1 hyper-
associations are used as candidates for generating candidate k hyper-
associations. Each k - 1 frequent hyper-association is joined with an entity from 
level 1 entity list to create candidate k hyper-association.  
 
4. Frequent k Hyper-Association Generation 
Support of each candidate k hyper-association, generated in previous step is 
calculated by computing the intersection of document-ids list of two combining 
hyper-associations. If the size of intersection is more than minimum support, the 
new hyper-association is frequent. The frequent hyper-associations containing k 
entities are used as candidate hyper-associations to find frequent hyper-
associations containing k+1 entities. This is repeated till there are no more 
frequent hyper-associations.  
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1. Document Extraction 
In this step we download the abstracts containing the entities of interest from 
PubMed. PubMed is queried with set of entities which returns the response in 
XML format. The abstracts are referred to as documents from here on. The XML 
response contains the document-ids of abstracts which contain one or more of 
these entities. The PubMed is queried again with document-ids from previous 
step to download the abstracts. This request returns an XML response which is 
parsed to extract text containing in the abstract. The text from each document is 
written to a file having document-id as file name. These downloaded abstracts 
are used in next step to create a data structure which captures all the required 
information from textual data of abstracts. 
 
2. Document Representation 
The textual data read from the downloaded abstracts is stored in a machine 
readable format for easy processing and knowledge extraction. Pattern of the 
entity is text contained in entity. For example if entity is “Actin”, its pattern is 
“Actin”.  In this step all the entities are chosen one by one and for each entity 
chosen, all the documents are processed one by one to find the frequency of 
occurrence of the pattern of the chosen entity in each document. Then the 
document-id and frequency of the entity in each document are stored as <key, 
value> pairs in a map structure. This map is referred to as VAT which can store 
all the document-ids containing a pattern and frequency of that pattern in each 
document. Support of an entity is the number of documents containing this entity. 
An entity is represented as a data structure which can store the pattern of entity 
and it’s VAT. This is repeated for all entities. The support of an entity is 
calculated by counting the number of document-ids in VAT of that entity.   
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This document representation was proposed by Zaki in [5] and is called vertical 
data representation format. We use the same representation in our Output space 
sampling. VAT representation provides a direct and fast mechanism to count the 
support of an entity as opposed to Apriori approach where all the documents 
have to be processed to calculate the support. This representation improves 
performance significantly. Thus all the information from textual data is extracted 
and represented in a structure which will be used in next steps to find frequently 
co-occurring entities i.e. frequent hyper-associations. 
 
3. Entity Selection 
Before selecting any entity, support of each entity is checked and entities with 
support less than predefined minimum support are discarded. The remaining 
entities are added to a set called level 1 entity set. The size of a hyper-
association is determined by the number of entities in that association. This is 
called level1 entity set because only hyper-associations of size 1 are added to 
this set. We start with only frequent hyper-associations of size 1. In the first 
iteration a hyper-association is chosen from level 1 entity set. In subsequent 
iterations a hyper-association is chosen from the neighbors list which will be 
generated in step 4. The chosen hyper-association is passed to step 4 again to 
generate its neighbors. Steps 3 and 4 are performed repetitively. 
 
4. Generate Neighbors 
In this step all the neighbors i.e. sub neighbors and super neighbors are 
generated for hyper-association chosen in step 3. These neighbors are also 
hyper-associations. If the chosen hyper-association has size k then its sub 
neighbors will have size k - 1 and its super neighbors will have size k+1. Sub 
neighbors are generated by removing a single entity at a time from chosen 
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hyper-association. For example if chosen hyper-association has entities “A, B” 
then its sub neighbors are entities A and B. Similarly super neighbors are 
generated by adding one entity from level 1 entity set at a time to the chosen 
hyper-association. For example if level 1 entity set contains entities: “A”, “B”, “C” 
and “D” and if chosen hyper-association has entities “A, B” then its super 
neighbors will have entities “A, B, C” and “A, B, D”.  
 
When the new hyper-association is generated its VAT is calculated by taking the 
intersection of document-ids of its constituent entities. This will give the 
documents having the new hyper-association. For example if an hyper-
association containing entities “A, B, D” was generated from “A, B” and “D”, we 
take intersection of documents in VAT of hyper-association “A, B” and 
documents in VAT of entity “D”. If “A, B” has a VAT of <D1,1>, <D2, 2>, <D3,5> 
and “D” has a VAT of <D1,3>, <D3,4>, <D4,4> then VAT of “A, B, D” would be 
<D1,min(1,3)>, <D3,min(4,5)> which is <D1,1>,<D3,4>. This set intersection was 
proposed in ECLAT. For every super neighbor and sub neighbor generated, the 
support of generated neighbor is calculated and if it is frequent it is added to the 
neighbors list of chosen entity. After generating all possible neighbors for a 
chosen hyper-association, that hyper-association is marked as visited and step 3 
is repeated to choose a hyper-association randomly from neighbors list. 
 
5. Frequent k Hyper-Association Extraction 
This random walk comprising of step 3 and 4 is repeated for “n” times. “n” is a 
number predefined by the user. A condition is checked in step 3 to avoid 
choosing hyper-associations which were visited previously. This will help 
avoiding generating the neighbors for chosen hyper-association again. As only 
frequent hyper-associations in the neighbors are added to neighbors list we avoid 
choosing an infrequent hyper-association and generating its neighbors. This is 
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is done on selective set of hyper-associations. Thus user can personalize the 
sampling space accordingly based on his/her choice. This approach will lead to 
an efficient algorithm as it is cheaper to run it on fewer hyper-associations than 
on all the hyper-associations. 
 
3.2.3.2. Personalization Variant 2 
In this approach user continuously provides feedback on the new hyper-
associations generated. Thus sampling is done based on user feedback at each 
level. Instead of pre-selecting the hyper-associations at the start of random walk, 
user inputs his choice either YES or NO based on the new hyper-association 
generated by the algorithm. If user is interested in new hyper-association 
generated, he inputs YES. Based on this feedback algorithm generates all its 
frequent neighbors and presents one among them to the user. If user inputs NO 
to a hyper-association chosen from neighbors list, that hyper-association is never 
considered in random walk again and its neighbors are not generated. Then 
algorithm selects one of the hyper-association from previous neighbors list. In 
this approach a hyper-association can be chosen again if user is interested to 
explore more about its neighbors and find more frequent hyper-associations 
containing this hyper-association. This process is repeated for “n” times where 
“n” is defined by the user. In this approach we provide user with flexibility to 
choose hyper-association he/she is interested in at each level in random walk. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
 
4.1. Incremental Mining 
We tested incremental mining approach to find the performance improvement 
over traditional text mining approaches on proteins data related to bone biology.  
 
Table 4 Protein names 
1 actin 
2 alpha-actinin 
3 architectural transcription factor 
4 beta-catenin 
5 ecm 
6 hmg-motif 
7 hmgb1 
8 nmp4 
9 p130cas 
10 pth 
11 pthr1 
12 r-smad 
13 
receptor for advanced glycation end 
products 
14 smad4 
15 zyxin 
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Before performing the tests, a total of 120451 documents were downloaded from 
PubMed containing 15 proteins listed in table 4. This download process takes 
about 24 hrs. Then 2 runs of Incremental Miner are performed and were 
compared with a text mining approach without incremental mining. In the first run 
9 proteins were used to extract associations among them, and then 6 more 
proteins were added in second run. Table 6 summarizes the time taken by each 
module of Incremental Mining. All the metrics are measured in seconds. Since 
documents were already downloaded prior to performing these tests, the time 
taken for download is not mentioned in table 6, but it will be a major bottleneck in 
approaches without Incremental Mining. The association strengths calculated for 
protein-protein combinations is shown in table 5. 
 
Table 5 Association matrix for proteins 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1                
2 21796.7               
3 23.1 0              
4 1400.9 285.8 78.0             
5 1343.5 264.3 0 224.4            
6 208.6 27.9 145.5 15.8 10.5           
7 0 0 0 0 0 0          
8 89 0 588.7 190.1 22.6 52.8 0         
9 327.5 21.2 14.8 331.9 127.7 10.2 0 220.9        
10 1309.9 58.4 31.3 823.8 931.4 129.9 0 733.0 50.6       
11 19.8 0 0 3.4 12.6 0 0 0 0 10941.4      
12 6.1 0 0 0 0 603.2 0 0 0 0 0     
13 27.4 0 0 81.7 60.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0    
14 197.4 3.1 0 990.2 337.7 0 0 0 0 235.1 0 0 3074.1   
15 1366.3 2503.4 8.1 54.2 92.5 5.6 0 151.6 377.2 26.5 0 0 0 0  
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Table 6 Summary of time taken with and without Incremental Mining 
 
Incremental 
Miner 
Incremental 
Miner 
Text Miner Text Miner
 
First  
Run 
Second 
 Run 
First  
Run 
Second 
 Run 
Number of terms 9 15 9 15 
Number of documents 42617 120451 42617 120451 
Time taken for 
querying PubMed 
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
Time taken for 
checking for new 
documents 
3 11 NA NA 
Time taken for 
calculating weights 
83 332 128 529 
Time taken for 
calculating 
associations 
1 1 0.62 0.89 
Total time taken 87 361 130 541 
4.2. Frequent Itemset Mining 
We compared our Output space sampling approach with Apriori and ECLAT. All 
the three approaches were measured on three parameters:  
 
1. Time taken for finding frequent co-occurring entities/hyper-associations 
2. Precision 
3. Recall 
 
Precision and Recall are widely used metrics to determine the correctness of a 
pattern recognition algorithm. We used them to check how many similar and 
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correct frequent hyper-associations were generated by Output space sampling 
approach. Precision is measure of exactness and Recall is measure of 
completeness. In association rule mining, Precision is defined as fraction of 
correct frequent hyper-associations to total extracted frequent hyper-
associations. Recall is defined as fraction of correct frequent hyper-associations 
to total frequent hyper-associations for that data. Exhaustive approaches like 
Apriori, ECLAT generate all frequent hyper-associations. We have used protein 
data from bone biology to find frequent hyper-associations. The abstracts 
containing these proteins were downloaded from PubMed. The proteins chosen 
are mentioned in table 4. 
 
4.2.1. Apriori 
Apriori is a bottom-up breadth-first approach which generates all frequent hyper-
associations. This approach was used on set of 15 proteins mentioned in table 4. 
The results for Apriori algorithm are shown in table 7. 
 
Table 7 Performance of Apriori 
Number of Entities 15 
Number of 
Documents 
118065 
Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
95 
Total Time Taken  153 seconds 
Precision 1.0 
Recall 1.0 
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4.2.2. ECLAT 
Similar to Apriori, ECLAT is an exhaustive approach which generates all the 
frequent hyper-associations. But the advantage is in its data representation 
format which enables efficient support counting. The results of ECLAT 
performance is mentioned in table 8. 
 
Table 8 Performance of ECLAT 
Number of Entities 15 
Number of 
Documents 
118065 
Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
95 
Total Time Taken  0.828 seconds 
Precision 1.0 
Recall 1.0 
4.2.3. Output Space Sampling 
To test our Output space sampling approach we performed three cases studies 
with proteins data. In the first study we used all the 15 protein entities as input i.e. 
this is Output space sampling without personalization. Second and third studies 
were done with personalization variants mentioned in chapter 3. In second study 
user selects a set of entities of his/her interest from set of 15 entities, i.e. this is 
personalization variant 1. In third study, user continuously provides feedback to 
the system during all the random walks to let system know if he/she is interested 
in hyper-association generated by the system in that random walk i.e. this is 
personalization variant 2. Performance of each case study based on three 
metrics mentioned before is shown in tables 9, 10 and 11. 
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Case Study 1 
In this case study we performed 50 random walks on the proteins data to find 
frequent hyper-associations. The time taken and number of frequent hyper-
associations mentioned in table 9 are average values taken after running this 
approach for 10 times.  
 
Table 9 Performance of Output Space Sampling without personalization 
Number of Entities 15 
Number of 
Documents 
118065 
Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
75 
Total Time Taken  0.657 seconds 
Precision 1.0 
Recall 0.789 
Case Study 2 
In this case study we performed same 50 random walks as above but user 
selected 9 entities of interest before the Output space sampling is done. The 
results are shown in table 10. 
 
Table 10 Performance of personalization variant 1 
Number of Entities 9 
Number of 
Documents 
118065 
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Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
50 
Total Time Taken  484 milliseconds 
Precision 1.0 
Recall 0.526 
Case Study 3 
In this case study user continuously provides feedback to system about the 
frequent hyper-associations generated on each random walk. User provides 
feedback for 50 times regarding the generated frequent hyper-associations. User 
selected 23 hyper-associations as interesting out of 50 hyper-associations 
generated by the system.  
 
Table 11 Performance of personalization variant 2 
Number of Entities 15 
Number of 
Documents 
118065 
Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
50 
Number of Frequent 
Hyper-Associations 
Chosen By User 
23 
Total Time Taken  468 milliseconds 
Precision 1.0 
Recall 0.242 
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To test the correctness of Output space sampling approach, documents 
downloaded from PubMed were verified manually. Output space sampling 
extracted a hyper-association containing entities [actin, alpha-actinin, beta-
catenin, zyxin] from documents with ids 10722635 and 14760006. Both these 
documents were verified manually to find the occurrence of all the entities of 
above hyper-association. Text containing the entities in hyper-association is 
highlighted in table 12. 
 
Table 12 Text containing the entities of hyper-association 
Document ID Text in Document 
10722635 
cryptosporidium parvum induces host cell actin accumulation at the host-parasite 
interface.cryptosporidium parvum is an intracellular protozoan parasite that causes a
severe diarrheal illness in humans and animals.The actin-binding protein alpha-
actinin is also present in this plaque early in parasite development but is lost as the
parasite matures. other actin-associated proteins, including vinculin, talin, and ezrin, are 
not present. we have found no evidence of tyrosine phosphorylation within this
structure. molecules known to link actin filaments to membrane were also examined,
including alpha-catenin, beta-catenin, plakoglobin, and zyxin, but none was 
identified at the host-parasite junction. thus, cryptosporidium induces rearrangement of
the host cell cytoskeleton and incorporates host cell actin and alpha-actinin into a host-
parasite junctional complex.
14760006 
zyxin, axin, and wiskott-aldrich syndrome protein are adaptors that link the 
cadherin/catenin protein complex to the cytoskeleton at adherens junctions in the
seminiferous epithelium of the rat testis.during spermatogenesis, the movement of germ
cells across the seminiferous epithelium is associated with extensive junction
restructuring. zyxin, axin, and wasp were shown to be structurally linked to the n-
cadherin/beta-catenin/alpha-actinin/actin complex but not to the nectin-3/afadin
or the beta 1-integrin-mediated protein complexes. interestingly, zyxin, axin, and wasp
are also structurally linked to vimentin (an intermediate filament protein) and alpha-
tubulin (the subunit of a microtubule), which suggests that they have a role (or roles) in 
the regulation of the dynamics of the desmosome-like junction and microtubule. these 
results illustrate that zyxin, axin, and wasp are adaptors in both ajs and intermediate
filament-based desmosome-like junctions. this raises the possibility that classic 
cadherins are also associated with vimentin-based intermediate filaments via these 
adaptors in the testis. while virtually no n-cadherin was found to associate with vimentin 
in the seminiferous tubules, it did associate with vimentin when testis lysates were used. 
interestingly, about 5% of the e-cadherin associated with vimentin in isolated 
seminiferous tubules, and about 50% of the e-cadherin in the testis used vimentin as its 
attachment site. these data suggest that cadherins in the testis, unlike those in other 
epithelia, use different attachment sites to anchor the cadherin/catenin complex to the
cytoskeleton. the levels of zyxin, axin, and wasp were also assessed during af-2364-
mediated aj disruption of the testis, which illustrated a time-dependent protein reduction 
that was similar to the trends observed in nectin-3 and afadin but was the opposite of 
those observed for n-cadherin and beta-catenin, which were induced. collectively, 
these results illustrate that while these adaptors are structurally associated with the 
cadherin/catenin complex in the testis, they are regulated differently. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this thesis work we proposed a novel approach to find binary associations 
among various biological entities appearing in the medical literature. This 
approach has been proven to be better than traditional text mining approach using 
a concrete case study with protein data in field of bone biology. It has been found 
that incremental mining approach generates same associations as traditional 
methods but in very less time. These improvements can be even more drastic for 
large data sets. Hence this approach makes association extraction more 
practically useful. The associations extracted could then by verified by 
experiment. In future we hope to improve document extraction process by finding 
a mechanism to download all the documents together instead of sending request 
for each document. I believe this change will improve performance significantly. 
 
In this thesis we also proposed a novel approach to personalized frequent hyper-
associations extraction using the concept of Output space sampling.  Finding 
frequent hyper-associations from literature can help researchers visualize new 
associations among entities previously unknown. This method provides cost-
effective knowledge discovery with minimum human intervention. These novel 
hyper-associations can be verified later by experiment. We tested our approach 
on protein data from field of bone biology with abstracts downloaded from 
PubMed. The experimental results show that Output space sampling performs 
better than other previously known approaches. It is efficient in time and space 
as it doesn’t involve candidate generation. This method is particularly useful 
when the data contains long frequently co-occurring entities. Further we provide 
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a personalization approach where user can select the entities of his/her choice to 
find frequently co-occurring entities in text. We measured the performance of our 
approach on 3 parameters: Time taken to generate frequent hyper-associations, 
Precision and Recall. Output space sampling takes less time than ECLAT and 
Apriori to extract frequent hyper-associations. Our approach had a precision of 
1.0 which implies all frequent hyper-associations were correct. Since our 
approach generates a sample of possible frequent hyper-associations, recall was 
not 1.0. There are several benefits in using Output space sampling approach. 
Few of them are: 
 
1. Scalability: This approach is best to find “m” frequent hyper-associations. 
It is much cheaper to find these “m” samples as opposed to generating all 
possible combinations of these entities and selecting the frequent ones 
out of them. 
 
2. Generic: This approach can be used to find any co-occurring entities. This 
approach takes the entities of interest and returns the frequently co-
occurring entities. Thus the entities of interest can be changed without 
changing the algorithm. 
 
3. Parallelizable: This approach can be simultaneously run on k machines to 
perform k random walks and extract frequent hyper-associations from 
each of those runs as there is no dependency among these walks. This 
leads to k-fold increase in speed and efficiency. 
 
Hence Output space sampling offers a novel mechanism to find hyper-
associations among the entities occurring in literature. The hyper-associations 
can be used to gain knowledge about the context and the entities. This 
knowledge can be presented to researchers in cognition-rich hypergraph to 
assist them in their research. 
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